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Dear Dr Vaughan,

RE: The Pfeffel Effect
After reading your paper in BPS (Annex A), I felt obliged to disclose the
output of patient Alexander Johnson (Annex B):
Patient Record

Name: Alexander Boris de Pfeffel Johnson; DoB: 19/06/1964; NHS number: 485
777 3456; Address: Orchard House, La Route De La Hougue Bie, St Saviour,
Jersey, JE2
History
•

17 April 1997 - admission to Orchard House Inpatient Facility

•

Diagnosis - delusions of grandeur, pathological misrepresentation of
truth, scatology (‘doing business’) & dissociative identity disorder

False memories
Sporadically believes he is the Editor of the Spectator, Mayor of
London, Foriegn Secretary & Prime Minister - often simultaneously

•

Recent Doctor’s Notes
•

December 2021 - Patient invents a character called ‘Sue Gray’. He
alleges that she is responsible for investigating his redefinition
of the term ‘party’ and reviewing his Government’s conduct during
a period of ‘National Lockdowns’. Obsesses over, yet sine initial
disclosure has denied her existence

Context
The various imagined perceptions experienced by your study group correspond
to my patient’s manic output.
My own tests rule out the possibility that Alexander is suffering from the
Pfeffel Effect. His experiences are vastly divergent and significantly predate
the ‘ultra-mass hallucination’ incidents that you’re investigating.
While I’m reluctant to propose this theory, I’m concerned that Alexander
may be the source of the Pfeffel Effect.
I know
Public
policy
entity

that suggesting that this man subconsciously influenced the British
is complete lunacy - he thinks his map of “Peppa Pig World” is a
paper. But as you know, the mind is a complex and often misunderstood
- we can’t disprove the theory of universal consciousness.

Further, his knowledge of the UK Government estate is disconcerting. Born
in New York, he’s never set foot in London. He could have only secured this
information from the mind of another.
I implore you - review his work.
Yours sincerely,
Dr Elizabeth Taylor
PS. Alexander was medicated throughout the production of his ‘report’. I’ve
noted his pupil dilation on each page.
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Annex A

Fig. 1 - A study group subject’s artistic rendition of visual perceptions
experienced during exposure to the Pfeffel Effect
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BRITISH JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (2022) 5, 187-255

Interim Report on the Study into the
‘Epidemic of Ultra-Mass Hallucinations’ or
the ‘Pfeffel Effect’
Dr Robert Vaughan
Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology & Neuroscience
King’s College London, Strand, London WC2R 2LS
Abstract: The reported epidemic of mass hallucinations in the British public in late 2021 and early 2022,
tentatively named the Pfeffel Effect, has sparked great interest in the psychiatric community. This paper presents
initial findings from limited psychological profiling & interviews into the effect, conducted by King’s College
London. Early conclusions confirm this to be the largest recorded incident of mass hallucinations on record henceforth referred to as ‘ultra-mass hallucinations’.
Keywords: Mass Hallucinations, Mass Hysteria, Hysterical Contagion, Psychochemical Weaponry, Body-Centred
Countertransference
Between Dec 2021 & Jan 2022, hundreds of
thousands of British residents reported independent,
simultaneous hallucinations - the Pfeffel Effect.
Simulated perceptions were consistently reported
across visual, auditory, gustatory and command
spectrums. The scale and geographic distribution of
these incidents are unprecedented.
Objectives
The study’s purpose is threefold - to determine
the nature of the hallucinations; record personal
experiences and identify the stimulus. This is an
update on the study’s early findings.

The Study
For assumptions, parameters & method, see ‘Outline
of a Proposed Study into the Recent Epidemic of Mass
Hallucinations in the UK’.
This is a psychiatric study into individuals with selfreported experiences of the phenomena against an
unaffected control group. This study reviews patient
brain activity & qualitative survey responses.

Background
The Pfeffel Effect appears to be a unique ‘ultra-mass
hallucination’ incident. No documented case of mass
hallucination or hysteria matches its scale.
Experienced between late 2021 & early 2022,
hundreds of thousands of individuals, geographically
restricted to the British Isles reported matching
hallucinations, often leading to psychosis.
The Tanganyika Laughter Epidemic (1962), the
Ganesha Drinking Milk Miracle (1995) and the
Strawberries with Sugar Virus incidents (2006) all well documented incidents of mass hallucinations,
were restricted to single, localised populations and
affected mere hundreds.
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Description of Hallucinations
Patients report visionary perceptions manifesting
as a ‘demonic spectre’. The visage has an elongated
tongue, moppish blonde hair and white, glazed eyes
sans pupils (Fig. 1).
Auditory perceptions include, “there was no party,”
“what is a party?” etc. Over three hundred messages
have been reported from the sample, with an average
syntactic deviation of <0.13.
Gustatory perceptions have been limited to the taste
of cheese, chocolate cake, wine & various alcoholic
spirits, often inducing vomiting post-exposure.
False Memories
98.4% of the exposed group refute universally
accepted definitions of the terms ‘partying’ or
‘party’. When asked to explain their position, each
independently requested a review of the terms by the
monitoring psychiatrist.
The same proportion reported similar false
memories regarding a man, consistently named
‘Alexander de Pfeffel’, apparently a British politician.
Consultation with a political historian confirms the
absence of records of any such named local or national
politician since the Glorious Revolution (1688).

Reviewing Potential Stimuli
A review of media programming corresponding
with the hallucinations’ timescales is underway.
Reviewers are dissecting frames from popular
programmes with nationwide reach, identifying
those with scope for subliminal messaging as well as
specific radio frequencies.
To date, this review has failed to uncover anything
of note.

Annex B
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The Case
of the

Forbidden Jamborees
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Note from the Author
This isn’t a party, it’s a report. A challenging, genre-defining report. I’m not an author. I’m an
administrative pioneer. While I tried to make this piece interactive, the law prevents me from
including any perception bending goodies, so I’m afraid you’ll have to settle into the role of
reader.
Given this hasn’t been done before, let me explain how it works.
This report recounts a murder mystery party held at Downing Street, hosted by me, the Prime
Minister. It’s called ‘The Case of the Forbidden Jamborees’, or as my Press Office likes to
refer to it, ‘Investigation Into Alleged Gatherings On Government Premises During COVID
Restrictions’.
It’s a game played between myself and the guests. I was tasked with finding out who was
leaking Government secrets, while the guests were hoodwinked into working for the Soviets to
reveal Government’s party preferences.
As it’s my report, I’ve taken the liberty to note my thoughts in italics throughout. You’ll also see
the clue cards used by Sue Gray, the lead investigator, which set out how each scenario was
introduced to the guests. We’ll cut between guests and their expert advice throughout.
Now I’m explaining this to you because I’m not a party pooper. I want you to enjoy this evening
as much as everyone else did. Make yourself a White Russian and get comfortable. The
evening’s about to begin.
- The Rt Hon Boris Johnson MP
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Get The Party Started

THE PM’s SCENARIO

After 12 consecutive parties, I was
spent. Yet, my thirst for bright lights,
drunken conversations and drama
remained unquenched. There was no
other option. I had to host another party.
But this one had to eclipse everything
that came before. How? What about a
game? No ordinary game. An abstract,
genre-redefining game.
This party would be hosted in the
confines of this report - soaked in
whiskey and dusted with THC. To the
idle observer, a routine work event! The
perfect plan.

The year is 2022. Sensitive
state secrets keep leaking.
Worse, a coverup is afoot!
The most obvious suspects - the
opposition. They’ve complicated everything
by forcing an obfuscating internal review
- the so-called ‘Investigation Into Alleged
Gatherings On Government Premises
During COVID Restrictions’ or ‘The Case of
the Forbidden Jamborees’.
Their goal is simple - to endanger the
British public. If the Government’s party
preferences are leaked, hostile agents
(Russians) will have no trouble seducing
public officials - it’ll be the Profumo Affair
times infinity.
Unless the review is halted, a Russian
takeover is inevitable. The UK will become
a Soviet Satellite tyrannised by Comrade
Corbyn.

The Rules

Let’s begin. Strap on your heels, drop
your knickers and pop a pill.
Here are the rules:
1.

Maintain your character at all times

2.

Never say no to a drink

3.

When I say ‘independent review’, you
say ‘charades’!

Character #1 - you are Britain’s only hope.

CHARACTER CARD #1
The Prime Minister
Disguised
as Attila Thai

Open Your Murder Package!

Background

The night began with a curious invitation
to a murder mystery party, hosted at my
residence, No10 Downing Street.

Called out of
retirement to assist the
investigation, refined Turkish nobleman
Attila was once the Met’s highest
ranking officer. But you kidnapped him
before he could meet Sue Gray! With an
incredible disguise you’ve assumed his
identity & joined the investigation!

Alexander Johnson
You’re Invited To Solve:

The Case of the Forbidden Jamborees

Characteristics

Find the Culprit
or
Uncover the Conspiracy & Sink the Investigation

Silver tongued, sneaky & bordering on
psychopathic (the Prime Minister)

Tuesday, 8 December 2020
10 Downing Street, London SW1A 2AA
Read your role carefully & don’t forget your
costume

Objectives
• Infiltrate the Investigation
• Conduct your own secret review
• Find the communist rat ruining your
party plans

You’re #1 - PLEASE don’t wear a fez
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The Dress Code
The night had begun. I was cast as ‘The Prime Minister Disguised as Attila Thai’.
Oddly, the character card read like my biography. After putting on my costume, my
Party Defence Advisor briefed me on the event:
“This isn’t a conventional whodunnit. It’s you against the world. The other guests
will attempt to solve the Case of the Forbidden Jamborees for THE Russians.
They think you’re on their side, but really, you’re there to discover who’s been
leaking the state secrets. Kibosh the review and win. Lose and you’ll doom the
British public to four-day working weeks, universal basic income and nationalised
critical infrastructure that’ll ruin your friends’ businesses.”
- Captain Steve Higham

The stakes were high. I had no choice but to wear my father’s lucky fez.

The Prime Minister’s party-ready pose
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Party Animals
It isn’t a party without guests. Who should contribute to this evening’s innovative
shindig? There were plenty of applicants, but attendance had to be carefully
curated. It wasn’t a fix, but as Britain’s last remaining hope, I needed a fighting
chance.
I settled on Sue Gray & the Party Animals. Despite their moniker, they knew
nothing about partying.

CHARACTER CARD #3

CHARACTER CARD #2

Spuds MacKenzie

Sue Gray
Permanent Secretary

Hungover Hound

Background

Background

Career Civil
Servant, Sue doesn’t
believe in black or white,
only shades of grey. A specialist at slapping
Ministers’ wrists ‘just right’. The softcore
sovereign of pointless investigations.

Budweiser’s
original party
animal & renowned Professor of
Partyology, Spuds is a totally happening
dude. Surfing, drumming & snorting
through all the evidence.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Always erring on the side of caution

A vicious, baby eating drunk

Objectives

Objectives

• Learn how to party
• Find excuses for partying Ministers

• Interrogate Dilyn the Dog
• Rifle through Downing Street’s refuse

CHARACTER CARD #4

CHARACTER CARD #5

Sentient Disco Light

Dr Feelgood

Magical Light Fixture

Actual Doctor

Background

Background

Party too much and
you’ll end up looking like
this! Ask Veronica Feelgood. She cleaned
herself up after winning Margate’s Dalby
Cafe Mega-Breakfast challenge. Now she’s
Britain’s top scientist!

Orange, green, blue.
Multichromatic & revved up
on electric juice, Sentient Disco Ball
communicates with a light show. She can’t
speak, but she sure can swivel, providing
the ideal ambience for a review into
ministerial conduct.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Inflatable with realistic anatomy

Plastic, 240v AC with five unique modes

Objectives

Objective

• Collect & store evidence samples
• Ensure no one ever parties alone

• Keep the lighting cool
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Scoping Out The Rules
Moments after finalising the guest list, the attendees congregated outside No10.
Everyone was surprisingly early - a good sign. But before anyone could pass the
threshold, I had to explain the rules.
What’s that? You’ve heard the rules?!
No. Those were my rules. If you’re conducting the investigation, observing, or
merely an unwashed citizen, there are different rules for you.
Don’t break them or you’ll doom the NHS and I’ll have to accuse you of protecting
Jimmy Savile.

THE PUBLIC’s SCENARIO

HOW THE GAME WORKS

The year is 2022 and the Prime Minister
& his friends have potentially been very
naughty. During a strict nationwide
lockdown, the British public were forced to
sit at home, endure spouses, relatives, diet
fads, toilet paper shortages and couch to
5k to protect Britain’s most vulnerable.

Tonight’s party is split into 12 Acts.
Each begins with a scenario in which
our soireeing sleuths are tasked with
gathering evidence, drawing conclusions
and ultimately solving the ‘Case of the
Forbidden Jamborees’.
With the help of investigation specialist
Attila Thai, party dog Spuds MacKenzie, the
ambient Sentient Disco Light and Medical
Professional Dr Feelgood, Sue Gray must
determine the following:

All while the Prime Minister, Ministers and
lots of very bad Special Advisors & Civil
Servants have been partying, together,
while laughing at you and me.
While the guest lists indicate that attending
these alleged events was worse than
catching COVID, it’s about the principle,
isn’t it?

•

What is a party?

•

That’s why the Prime Minister has asked
Sue Gray & the Party Animals to discover
evidence of partying on the Government
Estate during periods of National Lockdown
between May 2020 & April 2021.

Did any parties occur on Government
property during national lockdowns
between May 2020 & April 2021?

•

Is the Prime Minister a dirty liar?

But perhaps not everything is as it seems.
It’s up to you to disover the truth and solve
the murder mystery. Can you crack ‘The
Case of the Forbidden Jamborees’?!

Pick Your Poison
Understood? Great. Now
everyone’s ready, let’s get this
party started! Rifle through the
Press Office’s Wine Cooler
or this surprisingly boozy
suitcase to find your drink,
then get settled in No10’s
Reception Room for the
evening’s opening toasts!
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Prime Minister’s Toast
I kicked things off with a rousing toast to Sue Gray & the Party Animals. Before
mounting the stage, I cleverly replaced my fez with a business hat. No one could
know that I’d infiltrated the review, or think that someone as basic as Attila Thai
could give such wonderful speeches.

My Incredible Speech
I never cease to be amazed by how
intelligent and good looking our nation is.
Allegations concerning ‘alleged’ events
held in Government Offices during the
National Lockdowns are abhorrent lies.
I am confident that I will be exonerated
at tonight’s event, ‘The Case of the
Forbidden Jamborees’, the report that
also acts as this evening’s magnificent
venue.
I wish Sue Gray & the Party Animals luck
as they seek to uncover the Civil Service’s
sneaky attempts to trick our hard-working
Ministers into attending Honey-Trap
Hoedowns. If the common man had been
in my position, he would definitely not
have known that he was attending a party.
Not that I did.
I anticipate that their conclusions will pave
the way for necessary reforms limiting
how public servants can unionise, while
publishing exactly who the guilty parties
are and supporting our commitment to
purge rot from this Government.
When the report’s finished, let’s celebrate!
We can move this ‘business meeting’ into
my office.

The Prime Minister’s business hat

The Rt Hon Boris Johnson MP
Prime Minister

One of many the great alternative uses for
Sue Gray’s report
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Sue Gray’s Toast
After some well deserved applause, I pulled
Sue Gray onto the stage then clambered
down. She set out her expectations for the
evening in character, while I snuck into a broom
cupboard, donned my fez and resumed my own
performance.
Unfortunate Downing Street business
brings us together this evening. We’ve
gathered not for the pleasure of Dr
Feelgood’s company, Sentient Disco
Light’s witticisms or Spuds MacKenzie’s
gruff attitude. We’re here to set the
record straight. To solve ‘The Case of the
Forbidden Jamborees’.
For those who haven’t read their cards, it
is alleged that ‘parties’ have been hosted
across Government Departments during
national lockdowns in 2020 & 2021.
These allegations have caused palpable
public outrage, shaking the public’s
confidence in our country’s leaders.
They’ve forced many to question the
significance of their own personal
sacrifices over the last two years. I want
to assure everyone - our sacrifices were
not made in vain.
Thus my first, sombre toast is to
everything we’ve lost - evenings out, one
night stands, relationships, waist lines
and most importantly, self respect.
Raise your glasses!
I sense our own emotive reactions to
these events are incendiary. To ward
against preemptive judgement and
unconscious bias, from now on these
‘parties’ will be known as ‘events’.

It is the public’s right to know the facts
about these ‘events’ and whether they
did breach the high standards expected
of our public figures and Civil Servants.
Over the course of the evening, we will
uncover the truth.
Given the sensitivity, weight and the
implications this review’s findings will
have on the democratic foundations of
our nation, I must note a trigger warning
- this evening is brimming with booze,
sex, drugs and profanity.
While it won’t be easy reading for anyone,
I am confident that its findings are the
first step we need to take in rebuilding
trust in our political system, for whom the
onus sits with the public.
Thus our final toast before we begin
proceedings is to the public. To all
those who are not lucky enough to
enjoy a splendid party like this during
a national lockdown - we pass on our
commiserations.
Raise your glasses!

Sue Gray
Leader of the Party Animals

Finally, Sue had finished her tedious speech. My costume was back on and the
night had finally begun. We were ready to dive into the first scenario.
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Scenario 1

Executive Summary
First we explored the Executive Summary. The
outcomes were - expected.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Conclusions at the start?! This
report’s the wrong way round!
Learn what you’re meant to
think in the Executive Summary

You CAN have your cake and eat it too. Instructing the public
to refrain from cake (social gatherings), while organising your
own cake eating events enables you to both keep and eat
cake. No repercussions.
All ‘events’ matched historic Government standards. A
common issue when assessing Government standards is the
notion that they are ‘high’. Throughout history they have been
unusually low. The review found no change here.
No relative increase in COVID-Sars transmission rates.
Against increases in STD/STI transmission rates linked
to ‘events’ (Chlamydia - 2,275 per 100,000), COVID-Sars
transmission were unusually low (87.9 per 100,000).
Excessive drinking did not stop staff becoming Local
Heroes. Despite a reported range average alcoholic unit
consumption of 21-36 per day, many members of staff still
managed to follow the one-way system at Tesco Express.
Using No10’s Garden as a bathroom was appropriate. Civil
Servants at No10 found an innovative solution to closed public
restrooms during national COVID restrictions. We recommend
that the public try out these insights at their local park.
Significant limits to public understanding of business
meeting requirements. The super rich treat life as a business
meeting. The public must be educated to understand that
wine, cheese & cocaine underline successful procurement.
Removing lightweights from heavyweight roles. All
resignations emerging from this report’s publication were
requested, following some employees’ inability to manage a
hangover. This is the kind of action the British public expects.
PM’s Clue 1
The executive summary’s findings were obvious, but the clues were
elusive. Then I noticed something. There was a sachet of baby formula
at the sixth bullet! I slipped it into my pocket for nourishment later.
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Dilation - 2mm

Important Definitions
We hadn’t left the introduction and I was already
innocent! I celebrated with a dab of baby formula.
It took the edge off Spuds MacKenzie’s clinical
demonstration of partying for Sue Gray.

Scenario 2
Review the review’s scope. What
do ‘Party’ and ‘Partying’ mean?!
Understand the question to
reveal the answer

What Is A Party?
The Oxford English Dictionary defines a party as:
“A social gathering, esp. of invited guests at
a person’s house, typically involving eating,
drinking, and entertainment and often held to
celebrate a particular occasion. Also figurative.”

Pure academic nonsense. An impenetrable
definition. Partying is about real world experiences.
It was time for the Party Animals to reveal their
own insights:
“Woof woof woof woof,” [loosely translated by ABV Brewing as, “It isn’t a party without
Bud Light.”]
- Spuds MacKenzie
Red, blue, green, blue, red, purple. [“Defining the shindig, hootananny, or jamboree
explicitly always dispels the magic. You can’t capture what defines a party without
losing a piece of it. Aren’t you versed with Descartes?”]
- Sentient Disco Light
“Pain. Sacrifice. Humiliation. Exposure. Manipulation. Exploitation. Ministers won’t
call it a party unless someone’s been violated.”
- Dr Feelgood

Conclusion
A party isn’t something that’s meant to be understood - it’s a state of being. A state
of being that will remain forever elusive to the British political class, however coked
up they are. A perpetual dragon to chase. While we can’t define a party, we know it
definitely isn’t one unless there’s at least one Bud Light and a Ball Gag.
PM’s Clue 2
Funny, I thought they were parties. Still, they’re the experts. So, the
‘events’ on the Government Estate could have only been interpreted
as parties by losers. The leakers must have been politicians or officials!
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Scenario 3

A Look At No10
I’d seen these plans before. Soane Britain, the
interior designers Carrie hired for our flat’s refurb
had reimagined No11 & 12 Downing Street as a
Cluedo Board, as per my request. Incredible, isn’t
it?
But only two to six players? I made sure no one
called ‘Boris Johnson’ before me.

Investigate the crime scene
by playing a game of Cluedo:
Downing Street Special Edition

Cheap Red Wine

Room Odouriser

Whips

Lulu Lytle’s Wallpaper
Discarded Bra
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Before the game began, Sue
Gray asked why all of the rooms
in No11 & No12 Downing Street
had been renamed. Why was
the Chancellor’s Private Office
now the Billiard Room, the
Junior Lords’ Room the Ballroom
and the Secretaries Office the
Conservatory?
I cleverly intervened as Attila Thai,
reassuring her that it had always
been like that.

You hear a scream!
Start the game!
Turn #1
First up, Spuds MacKenzie as Carrie Johnson.
He rolled a seven, entered the Conservatory
and accused the Cabinet Secretary with the
Whips!
Turn #2

No Dice!

Next, Dr Feelgood playing Allegra Stratton
found herself in the Lounge and accused Carrie
Johnson with Lulu Lytle’s Wallpaper!

Bad Luck!

Turn #3
Finally, Sue Gray playing as Simon Case, the
Cabinet Secretary, found herself in the Study
and accused herself with the Bottle of Wine!

We have a Guilt Party!
Over in three rounds!
Fortunate really. It was
getting dull.
Sue Gray had found a crucial
piece of evidence - Simon
Case’s red wine lips! What a
giveaway.
He’d been getting pissed up
in the Study during a national
lockdown! That must have
been why she’d taken his
place this evening.

Pick your fave! (top-L to bottom-R) Carrie
Johnson, Simon Case, Allegra Stratton,
Cleo Watson & Shaun Bailey

PM’s Clue 3
More proof of my innocence. My hand was Boris Johnson on the Terrace
with the Spilt Wine. There was no way I was in the Case File Envelope! I
kept the cards safe to quash any unfortunate future allegations.
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Scenario 4

Party Planning
My sympathies lay with Simon, but I had to maintain
character. I insisted that he was detained in the
Stationary Cupboard. Hopefully the forced isolation
would help him lie better next time.
The investigation continued. With a new bearing of
No10’s layout, the Party Animals investigated each
room, beginning with the Conservatory - the No10
Party Planning Committee’s nerve centre.

Most parties start with a plan.
Ransack the official No10 Party
Planning Committee’s office in
the Conservatory

Searching No10 Parting Planning HQ

Sue knew of the No10 Party Planning Committee - a
wretched, unreliable and largely friendless group of
civil servants. She also knew that finding incriminating
evidence wouldn’t be easy - despite the multiple
footprints of modern party planning methods.
She still encouraged the Party Animals to review
popular Whatsapp group chats, ‘Friendless In
Whitehall - YOLO’ and ‘Carpe Diem + Cake’, diary
schedulers and spreadsheets. But there was nothing
to be found.
Sue knew why. Unbeknownst to the others, she
gave masterclasses on ‘double-deletion’ - an
ancient necromantic artform that compels the dead
to transcend time and space to erase records from
existence.
Fortunately, necromancy isn’t foolproof. The Party
Animals discovered a set of auto-responses from
the ‘No10 Party Planning Inbox’ corresponding with
England’s Four-Tier Coronavirus Alert Levels.

Four-Tiers of Auto-Responses
Tier 4 - Tits Out

“Woo woo! It’s finally Tier 4, so get your tits out.
This shindig is restricted to support bubbles and
immediate family members. But we all know blue
blood runs thicker than red (thanks Rees-Moggster)
meaning you’re fine to party with your political pals.
Strictly foam parties only (bubbles - get it?!). White
t-shirts for women are a mandatory must.”
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An experimental portable respirator
discovered in No10 Party Planning HQ

Tier 3 - Outdoor Piss Up
“Hear that?! Outdoor spaces are open to all! Support our vital
procurement processes and make sure your ‘plus one’ goes
to your wealthiest friend. Get them into the garden, loosen
them up with a little booze, have a little yourself then commit
to paying for that mystery shipment of masks they’ve got in
a Calais shipping container. We say stay in the garden, but
if it starts raining, you can bring them inside - Press Office
has a green screen.”

Tier 2 - Sleep Over
“Lunges at dawn and sleeping bags at the ready!
It’s Tier 2 - time to get your leg over! It’s like the
Scottish Referendum all over again. Quick canoodle
with your office spouse on the photocopier. Maybe
you’ll find your forever friend? Don’t forget to bring
enough booze - remember, the Tesco Express on
Northumberland Ave closes at 23:00.”

Tier 1 - Tea & Biscuits
“Tier 1 means we’re gone. Stop emailing this inbox.
We’ve spent too much time in the office. It’s getting
stale, sour and starting to smell putrid. Let’s air it out by
going for a pint (or five) at the Clarence or Silver Cross.
It’s a great way to support local businesses - the perfect
excuse for HMT to claw back all that furlough funding!
Remember, gin mixed into your tea doesn’t count - it’s
called pulling an Asquith.”

Conclusion

Sue noted that although the public may be disgusted by these auto-responses, the
absence of evidence of named individuals attending a dated ‘event’ meant these
messages only proved the Civil Service’s poor taste.
Spuds MacKenzie opined that the omission of a time or date indicated ‘events’ were
held daily. Sue Gray quickly dismissed the notion, supported by Attila Thai. No clues
here!
PM’s Clue 4
As Sue Gray argued with the Party Animals, I felt a headache coming
on. I put my hand down the back of the sofa in search of a ‘paracetamol’.
No luck. But I did find an English Heritage Guide to Barnard Castle.
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Scenario 5

Reviewing Attendance
A snivelling Private Secretary approached
pleading for wine. His shakes were so bad
couldn’t type. I agreed, on the condition of a
exchange. He handed over a photo of some of
dearest friends.

us,
he
fair
my

In the Ballroom, an anonymous
source hands you a photo shot
at an alleged event.
Who’s in it?

A Real Clue!

Finally, the party had
some physical evidence.
But it wasn’t annotated.
Who were these people?
What was a ‘VIP Lane’?
Sue Gray asked Attila
Thai to use his expert
Scotland
Yard
and
Google skills to solve the
mystery.

A bit worse for wear, attendees don’t match their LinkedIn profiles

Attila Thai’s Expert Polaroid Analysis
Who’s in the Photo?
Intelligence services confirm from left
to right, these people are Samir Jassal,
Michael Saiger, Zoe Ley, Tim Horlick &
Baroness Harding. They don’t look like
themselves, due to an over indulgence in
business meeting refreshments.
What’s the VIP Lane?
Neon lights and red rope barriers imply
that the VIP Lane was an awards
ceremony. Nothing could be further from
the truth. The lights emit ultraviolet light,
perfect for killing viruses. The red rope
barriers ensure that social distancing is
enforced at all times.
VIP Lane does not stand for ‘Very

Important Party Lane’. This was obviously
a business meeting. As we know, all
attendees provided invaluable support
to the national effort against COVIDSars, providing PPE while helping
the Government destroy legal tender
contaminated with the virus.
Conclusion
Business as usual. That’s what I hoped to
find. Thank God I did.
I’ve always believed in the integrity of my
colleagues in Government. This picture
supports the Prime Minister’s consistent
assertion that all events on Government
property were business meetings.
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Scenario 6

Interrogating Dilyn
Entering the Dining Room to refresh her drink, Sue
Gray jumped at a dog’s squeal. She’d stepped on
Dilyn’s tail while leaning in for the tonic! Cornered
under the table, now was the time for Spuds to
interrogate him. Sue, drop the leash.

You’ve found Dilyn the Downing
Street Dog! Set Spuds on him
then shove him into the x-ray
machine at the entrance.

The Enhanced Interrogation

Dilyn’s inner workings, captured on the police’s x-ray
machine at Downing Street’s entrance

Conclusion

Spuds MacKenzie began by nipping
Dilyn’s ear. An American Pitbull, he
was the more powerful breed. After
roughing him up a bit, Spuds opted
to use canine communication tactics
(sniffing Dilyn’s rear) to find evidence.
Spuds determined that there were no
traces of Bud Light, cocaine, MDMA
or weed in Dilyn’s excrement. Spuds
commented that Dilyn wasn’t very
smart, making him incapable of lying
during the interview. Extremely drunk,
Spuds was pulled away before he
was able to rip Dilyn’s tail off.

The photograph confirmed that the ‘event’ depicted was attended by wealthy
business people, who require wine, beer, cheese and assorted stimulants to perform
at their best. This lines up with the Prime Minister’s account that all ‘events’ were
work meetings.

Meetings - A Challenging Definition

One of the evening’s crucial findings is the origin of false partying allegations. The public do
not understand the difference between ‘Developing Class’ & ‘Ruling Class’ meetings:
•

Developing Class meetings are sober, unproductive affairs. Subjects include ‘five reasons for a
shared birthday calendar’ & ‘who keeps boiling eggs in the kettle’. For those with combined capital
less than £200,000

•

Ruling Class meetings are intense, highly productive affairs. Our hard-working industry leaders
treat all aspects of their life as work. Work is pleasure. Pleasure is work. They must be served at
least cheese and wine or productivity will suffer.

Commercially brilliant, the Civil Service understands this. That is why all ‘Ruling Class’
meeting expectations were met and vital contracts were signed during lockdowns.
PM’s Clue 5
Clearing an innovation grant for Budweiser against official advice was a
smart move. Now Spuds had to hand over the real evidence he found
to me. I wretched. He’d found broken glass in poor little Dill-Berry-Dilyn!
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Dilation - 6mm

Scenario 7

Recreational Activities
Glass in Dilyn? What monster could have fed it to
him? I needed to calm myself. Some fresh air in
the Garden. Thankfully, there was plenty of rubbish
around from former events to keep the Party Animals
busy.

One woman’s rubbish is another
man’s treasure. Stroll into
the Garden and check the bins.
What will you find?

Dumpster Diving with Dr Feelgood

A thorough review of refuse was required to keep
this party going.
Dr Feelgood, a professional sample storer, took
charge of the scenario. Thankfully, an overriding
paranoia of lost papers and items ensured an
overflowing supply of filth was available in the
Garden.
Using her incredible scientific expertise, Dr Feelgood
gleaned the following insights from things found in
the Garden.
Bottle of Desperados
Dr Feelgood conducted DNA analysis on a bottle of desperados
found in the bin. In addition to cultures of Candida, Prevotella
and Fusobacterium, DNA was discovered. It matched Matt
Hancock & Gina Coladangelo’s profiles.
Cross-referenced against HR records, we can report that a
team building exercise commonly known as ‘Spin the Bottle’
was used at the ‘events’ to build trust between colleagues.

Annotated Rizlas
Rizlas with names on the back indicate
that a game of Forehead Detective was
played. Names included ‘Moon-Face WhittyBastard’, ‘Comrade Corbyn’ and ‘Chatty Ratty
McFuck-Face’. Obviously a routine exercise
used to prepare Press Officers for slanders
propagated by the media. Unfortunately,
Attila Thai ‘misplaced’ the rizlas.
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Journal Excerpt
Dr Feelgood found a journal scrap in the bin that
suggests ‘Never Have I Ever’ was played during
the ‘events’. Clearly this was a commendable
tactic to flush paedophiles out of Whitehall.

Personal Massage Device
2021’s Downing Street Xmas Card

A Pillow
This pillow indicates that Squeak Piggy Squeak,
an archaic version of Blind Man’s Bluff was played
during the ‘events’. This technique is employed
by the Met to help detective’s interrogate
suspects. It is believed that this pillow was used
by officers, who sat on the laps of members of
staff to determine who leaked the Official No10
2021 Christmas Card Design in October.

This personal head massage device
was recovered by Spuds MacKenzie.
He informed the review he was drawn
to its scent. Clearly further evidence of
exemplary managers at Downing Street
providing wellbeing devices to stressed
colleagues. An example previously set
by Mark Garnier.

PM’s Clue 6
I felt considerably better after a bit of green, so I ducked back inside
and looked for rubbish there. I found a creepy Russian Doll! Is there
anything more communist?! It must be a clue!
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Scenario 8

Forensic Accounting
An accounting session loomed - a hallmark of all
Government sponsored parties. I didn’t like it dry,
but had to follow the instructions. I filled everyone’s
drinks with gin and but a splash of vermouth.

Too much fresh air? Go to the
Study and begin the mandated
review of receipts.
Read the small print.

Paper, Paper Everywhere
She isn’t just a pretty ball. Sentient Disco Light took charge of the review of receipts,
tax returns and miscellaneous financial peccadillos.
She shone a light on a revealing tax return. Interestingly, a Civil Servant had filed items
bought for the ‘events’ as non-taxable, work-related expenses. Further evidence that
the ‘events’ were business meetings.
With the support of Cabinet Office’s Accounting Team, Sentient Disco Light analysed
over 670 receipts. In addition to discovering a preference for Yellow Tail Shiraz &
Durex Extra-Safe, she uncovered the following:

Online Ordering Mishaps
Most recovered receipts were for online supermarket orders, delivered
straight to Downing Street.
One led to a recorded telephone conversation - a complaint about an
erroneous Ocado order. Vital mangoes - intended for vodka lassis - had
been replaced with turnips. An enormous private sector failing that caused
significant distress to officials.
The heartless replacement of delicious, high-vitamin fruit with the most
universally despised root vegetable, understandably fed into further
bingeing.

Online Ordering Mishaps
Evidence was uncovered that the Co-operative Food Group awarded
four medals to junior officials, commemorating their actions as ‘Local
Heroes’.
Accompanying certificates attest that all four abided by the Strand
Co-Op’s one-way system, maintained a distance of 2m from others at
all times, coated their hands in liberal amounts of hand sanitizer and
refrained from spitting on the loose vegetables.
While a record of items purchased on this trip was not recoverable, it
is clear that throughout, the Government’s behaviour was exemplary.
PM’s Clue 7
Sentient Disco Light is the most intelligent being in Whitehall. But she
missed this PCS Union discount card used to buy goulash. No10 Civil
Servants aren’t unionised. The evidence pointed to an external.
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Dilation - 8mm

Socially Distanced Dancing
Finally, time for a proper boogie-woogie. My old
pal Michael Gove led the session. I gave him a
wink so he knew it was me.

Scenario 9
Does dancing always mean
‘partying’? You decide. Go to
the Hall and give these official
CCHQ dance moves a go.

Getting Down & (not) Dirty
Arms shaking, knees flailing and inappropriate touching. Finally, Dr Feelgood could
relate. After Attila mistook her thigh for her hand, she turned to Sentient Disco Light
for solace. But all SDL could muster was that the ‘Socially Distanced Dance’ was
much safer than the ‘Safety Dance’. Michael Gove was a genius. These were the first
pandemic appropriate moves she’d ever seen! Obviously not partying.

You put your left arm
2 metres away

Your left arm 2 metres
away

2 metres, 2 metres

You shake
somebody’s hand

You do the socially
distanced dance

And you move your
eyes around

That’s what it’s all
about!

Woah! The Socially
Distanced Dance

Woah! The Socially
Distanced Dance

PM’s Clue 8
Oh the bright lights, the vigour, the sensuality! But someone refused to
dance. Opponents of the national effort to dance safely. Who was it? All
I can remember is the back profile of a hoodie.
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Scenario 10

Party Bag Analysis

Find a surprise in the Library’s
Gifts & Hospitality box. What’s
in the Party Bags staffers
returned after events?

I never understood why ungrateful staff returned
their gifts. After Halloween’s Spooky Spectacular,
they left me with a bucket full of rotten apples. All
those Accounting Officer Directions for nothing.
The public sector doesn’t get enough. Donations are a small consolation. I tried not to
be too dejected as we rifled through Sue Gray’s Secret Santa gift bag.

1

4

2
5
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3

Spuds MacKenzie’s Secret Santa Search
Spuds was the first to nose dive into the Gifts & Hospitality box. His first instinct was
to pull out a soiled nappy. With a little coaxing, Sue diverted his attention to the bacon
scented Peppa Pig Gift bag bearing her name. Here’s what he found:

1
2
3
4
5

Defective Face Masks
During a procurement mishap, the Government ordered 50 million defective face masks.
Destined for incineration, No10 gifted these masks to staffers. SAGE assured leaders
that the defective masks provided up to 90% of the protection of a store bought mask.
This move was taken to protect ‘event’ attendees from the virus. A pioneering example
of recycling a non-recyclable item; a move commended by the NAO.

Mitsibushi Stamped Paracetamol
Innocent tablets of paracetamol, recommended medication for the treatment of COVIDSars symptoms. Look at the stamp. These were obviously donated by Mitsubishi Estate
Group, the owner of many Government leased offices in Whitehall and Victoria. As a
very low value item (£0.02 per pill), passing these items on to ‘event’ attendees is in line
with internal wellbeing strategies and national health guidance.

Bleach Filled Bubble Blowers
Lab tests confirm the contents of these bubble blowers as 75% water, 20% washing-up
liquid and 4.7% bleach. Bubbles were not prohibited during any National Lockdown.
Further, the addition of bleach to this batch indicates that these are innovative
sanitisation devices, permitting ‘event’ attendees to disinfect tables, clothing and each
other on demand.

Peppa Pig Party Bag
All gifted items were presented in a ‘Peppa Pig’ branded ‘party bag’. This is unsurprising
given the Government’s recent partnership with Peppa Pig World. Spuds MacKenzie
contacted Daddy Pig for further comment, who assured the Party Animals that in Peppa
Pig World, a Peppa Pig Party Bag constitutes stationary.

Misplaced Knighthood
A Misplaced Knighthood was found in Sue Gray’s returned party bag. Correspondence
indicates that the uproar caused by the alleged ‘party bags’ actually relates to this
item. While attending an ‘event’, former Prime Minister, Tony Blair was mistakenly
given an honour intended for JK Rowling. We understand the uproar. What else would
commemorate her incredible commitment to fight ‘cancel culture’? Although attempts
have been made to rectify this mistake, to date they have been unsuccessful and the
Knighthood remains on Government property. As if someone could invade Iraq but not
intervene in Europe.
PM’s Clue 9
The contents of the party bags didn’t interest me. But something was
out of place. What was a soiled nappy doing in the Gifts & Hospitality
bin? Obviously a clue. I put it in my pocket.
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Scenario 11

Speech Analysis
During the evening, I’d grown to love Sue Gray &
the Party Animals - they could drink with the best of
them. I had to cement our friendship. I ducked out,
switched hats, grabbed my groundbreaking policy
paper, ‘Peppa Pig’s Plan to Level Out Britain’ and
did a tab. Hold onto your seats and prepare to be
awed. It’s time for another speech.

Friends share secrets. Go
to the Lounge to hear the
Prime Minister’s latest policy
proposal. Listen for clues.

Select Cuts from ‘Peppa Pig’s Plan to Level Out Britain’
I envisage a Britain levelled out, every region dragged down to the lowest common
denominator - true equality. I couldn’t be prouder to unveil the UK’s innovative new
Levelling Out Strategy, developed in collaboration with Peppa Pig World.
This isn’t buying a pig in a poke. Our new Levelling Out strategy is a complimentary
trough of innovative policy proposals - the whole hog. Sewing a silk purse out of a
sow’s ear. Here’s a taster:
• Muddy Pits in the Commons. A new wellbeing strategy for our nation’s political
class. We’re adding Muddy Pits to Parliament’s regeneration strategy.
• Grampy Rabbit’s Eel Snaring Sailing Club. Using Grampy Rabbit’s Sailing
expertise we’re committed to catching more indiginous Thames eels, reclaiming
our own fishing territories.
• Grandpa Pig’s Immigrant Catching Boat Trip. Priti Patel’s had trouble keeping
migrants out, but Grandpa Pig’s here to help! Would any migrant risk death to
come to a country guarded by a pig in a boat? Of course not.
• Mr Potato’s Obesity Strategy. Catching COVID-Sars showed me the importance
of exercise! We’ve brought in fitness expert Mr Potato to lead the nation’s new
obesity strategy. It involves a lot of jumping around.
• George Pig’s Spaceship Playzone. Space port’s don’t need to function! They’re
the perfect tourism trap. We’re taking a lead from George and reiterating plans to
install a ride for babies in Cornwall.

Sue’s Expert Political Analysis
Bold. Uncompromising. Well researched. Revolutionary. A real porker of a strategy.
I was elated to hear that the Government was finally going to drag London down with
the rest of the UK. Those urbanites had it coming.
While the politically ill-informed mistook the Prime Minister’s choice of outfit, a pig
costume, as proof that he was high, I understood it to be a display of immense cultural
sensitivity. The hog tie is traditional formal attire in Peppa Pig World.
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The Prime Minister’s ‘Policy’ Paper - ‘Peppa Pig’s Plan to Level Out Britain’, developed by lab rats at LUHC.
Officials tabbed it up for easier consumption.

PM’s Clue 10
I could taste the words falling from my lips. Earthy soil. Rubbery lobster.
Salty tears. Seared meat. Cold cuts from De Beauvoir Deli. Wait, I’m
sure I knew someone who ate there.
Dilation - 9mm
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Scenario 12

Conga Line of Events
My speech was over. We were all losing our footing.
Time for a co-ordinated dance. I led everyone in
a recreation of the 12 ‘events’ preceding tonight’s
festivities. Take you places!

Ready for a bop in the Billiard
Room? Grab some hips and
relive the alleged ‘events’ with
a Cuban twist.

GOVERNMENT
ISN’T PARTYING
No10 Downing Street

15 May 2020 - French
Culture Deep Dive
An educational teach-in
to help the Prime Minister
better understand French
culture & cuisine, supporting
resolution of the Calais
Immigrant Crisis.

20 May 2020 - Buzzing Bee
Day
A thorough analysis of Downing
Street Garden’s pollinating
capacity. Supported by 100
staff on World Bee Day.
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19 June 2020 - Fumigation
Function
Downing Street officials discover
a ‘Colin the Caterpillar’ infestation.
He’s rubbing crumbs into the
carpet. Protective action taken.

Sue Gray held tightly onto Attila Thai’s waist. She couldn’t control herself any longer.
She felt the heat. Her body shook. She was falling hard for the retired policeman.
Overcome with the fire of desire, she lost herself in the shuffle, oblivious to the events
they were re-enacting, she surrendered herself to the music as it got louder and
louder. She hoped the night would never end.
15-17 December 2020 - Press
Office Preparations
Online quiz across Whitehall to
ensure Press Officers are fully
briefed on Party Plans.

18 December 2020 - Peppa Pig’s
Plan to Level Out Britain
Branded
partnership
items
distributed to staff in a wellbeing
push.
16 April 2021 - Basement
Bummer
Prime
Minister
seeks
solace from aides following
emotional turmoil on the
eve of Prince Philip’s
Funeral.

Mid-December 2020 Cops & Robbers
The Metropolitan Police
attend
No10
amid
accusations
that
the
Hamburglar’s been stealing
lunches.

10 December 2020
- Experiment into
University Expectations
Department for Education
officials
test
students’
claims that ‘their university
experiences were ruined
by lockdown’, holding their
own Under the Sea themed
event.

13 November 2020 - Social
Bubble & Foam Investigation
A
groundbreaking
study
sponsored by Domestos into the
effective cleaning power of foam
and its impact on COVID-Sars.

25 November 2020 - Accounting
Adjustments
Officials at HM Treasury discover
that wine held by the Foriegn
Office presents a tax liability and
must be consumed immediately.
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27 November 2020 Bonkbuster Research
No10
officials
stage
a
simulated,
socially
distanced event to help
Cleo
Watson
develop
characters
for
her
upcoming romance novel.

The Final Scene

Conclusions
The conga line snaked on, unrestrained in a haze
of groping ecstasy. Winding along minutes, hours,
maybe even days. But as my heels began to bleed,
I knew the night’s conclusions approached.

You’ve seen the evidence.
Present your findings. Can
you solve ‘The Case of the
Forbidden Jamborees’?

It was time to end this charade. I violently twisted towards the Billiard Room’s
door, piloting the line through Downing Street out onto the Terrace. As we
breached the building, I winced under the breaking sun.
I’d hit peak spangulation. It was time to face the findings.

Setting Out The Soirée Showdown
Standing on the Terrace, the Party Animals watched as Sue Gray removed the
evening’s final card - accusations.
Sue Gray & the Party Animals would reveal their findings against the case’s three
primary objectives:
•

What is a party?

•

Did any parties occur on Government Property during National Lockdowns?

•

Is the Prime Minister a dirty liar?

Spuds MacKenzie led on event analysis. Dr Feelgood on insights into whether ‘events’
had contributed to increases in COVID-Sars infection rates. Sentient Disco Light on
the evening’s vibes and finally, Attila Thai would deliver his professional assessment
of whether the Prime Minister was a dirty liar.
Sue beckoned Spuds MacKenzie forth with a pork pie.

Spuds MacKenzie’s Breakdown of Events
Spuds lunged for the pork pie, but his drunk coordination was lacking. He resigned
himself to deliver the findings:
“Woof woof woof,” [The absence of any Bud Lights conclusively proves, not only the
poor taste of public figures, but that no events that constitute parties occurred on
Government premises during National Lockdowns. It’s been an honour to teach Sue
Gray what a party is and to interrogate Dilyn, but I need to set the record straight. As
the only one unable to do the conga, here is my official assessment of events:
•

No Alleged ‘Event’ was a ‘Party’. As conveyed by the representative costumes, all
events were either meetings, training exercises, important police investigations or building
maintenance work. This is expressed by the pork pie chart overleaf. My thanks to Sue for
dicing it.

•

Corroborating Scents. Downing Street is host to a myriad of enticing scents. I’ve never
held so many ‘personal massage’ devices against my panting tongue and learned so
much about a workforce. The high serotonin levels on these devices evidence that the
Government looks after its own.]
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Dr Feelgood’s Regurgitated Sample Analysis
It wasn’t just the Party Animals in attendance this
evening. All the previous attendees of ‘events’ were
offered a night off work. How else could such a
convincing conga line happen?
Throughout the evening, Dr Feelgood has
been sneaking attendees into the bathroom
for sample collection. She’s regurgitated the
material, tested it and drawn the following
conclusion:

Change in Infection Rate (Pre vs Post Lockdown)
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A Higher Relative Frequency of
STIs & STDs than COVID-Sars. By
mapping COVID-Sars infection rates
against individual instances of STIs
& STDs, Dr Feelgood has concluded
that there is an abnormally higher
incidence of sexually transmitted
diseases
and
infections
than
COVID-Sars. Providing significant,
circumstantial
evidence,
that
events only posed a direct danger
to attendees and their significant
others, rather than society’s most
vulnerable.

Change (%)

•

A container with sample (postregurgitation)

Pre Event - 13 April 2020; Post Event - this evening
Official Police
Investigation - 7.7%

Policy Development
- 38.5%

Press Office
Relations - 23.1%
Emergency
Accounting - 7.7%
Welfare Call - 7.7%

Estate Management
- 7.7%

Environmental
Activism - 7.7%
Pork Pie Chart of alleged ‘events’ aggregated purposes
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Conclusions Continued
Vibes with Sentient Disco Light
Daylight had broken. The mystical nocturnal
energy powering Sentient Disco Light
had dissipated. She was all out of juice despondent.
The review had planned for her absence someone always passes out after a night this
big. Her single objective had been to keep the
lighting cool and she’d achieved it wonderfully.
The remaining party saluted her and wished
her a pleasant sleep. They’d leave it to the
cleaners to remove the upturned bottle of wine
and cigarette butts from her exposed orifices.

Is the Prime Minister a Dirty Liar?
Sue Gray called up Attila Thai. Given the evidence, he was to determine whether the
Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, was a dirty liar.
More fool her - I was the Prime Minister disguised as Attila Thai. I’d won her over
and completed my own objective - kiboshing the review! Suddenly I felt foamy and
removed. Abstracted. Like I was no longer inhabiting my own body. Maybe I’d read
too much of that policy paper’, but it felt like I was actually the Prime Minister watching
Attila Thai. An outer body experience.
In horribly realised character, I delivered my assessment of the Prime Minister’s
character:
“This evening, we saw the work of a brilliant, often misunderstood man. A great
man who has faced challenges harsher than any other Prime Minister. The most
significant national crisis since the occupation of the Bailiwick of Jersey by the
Nazis during World War II.
It is my estimation that Boris Johnson is Winston Churchill’s equal. A man built
of unyielding steel. A man who caught the virus on purpose to test radical new
treatments on the British public’s behalf. A man who never gave up on shaking
hands and a man who definitely knows the difference between a party and a
business meeting.
I must humbly attest that no, the Prime Minister is not a dirty liar. This evening
has proved him to be the most honest person I’ve ever interviewed.”

Thankfully, I was significantly better at bending the truth than Simon Case, even
when high - I’d had plenty of experience with much more complicated things like
crime rates and unemployment statistics.
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My statement was a pack of lies. And for a split second, my response made me
question my own sanity.
How could I keep getting away with this? Was everyone else an ignoramus? How was
I somehow immune to consequences? I’d called women wearing hijabs letterboxes,
stereotyped non-cis sexualities as the purview of bum-boys, bought a really big,
illegal water cannon, fiddled Parliamentary expenses to get a buy-to-let, stalled the
introduction of mandatory face masks until June 2020, ignored science and couldn’t
stop lying to Parliament.
Why had no one stopped me? How had I even become Prime Minister?
Then I found my footing. If it works, why change it?

Sue Gray’s Closing Statement
“We’ve dressed up. We’ve heard tales. We’ve seen the historic interiors and
investigated almost every room in No11 & No12 Downing Street. I think I speak for
everyone here when I say, we’ve had a wonderful evening.”
Sue Gray shot a sultry look at Attila Thai, who raised his eyebrows in acknowledgement.
“As I set out in my opening remarks this evening, we have been tasked with solving
‘The Case of the Missing Jamborees’. While some may be disappointed by this
evening’s findings, we are honorbound to deliver a truthful, not wantonly scandalous
verdict.
“None of the events on Government Premises during National Lockdowns were
parties. The Prime Minister is not a liar. However, he is a wonderful event planner.”
Sue raised a bottle of limoncello above her head, saluting the Party Animals.
Discreetly, she handed Attila Thai a sealed envelope, hiccupped, then fell flat onto
the decking in a peaceful drunken stupor. Her party was over.

At the end of the night, the entire cast posed for a group photo to remember.
Spuds was so excited he nipped a hole in Dr Feelgood
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Guilty Parties
I’d pulled it off! The investigation had failed miserably. Despite
being at a party, they’d found absolutely no evidence of parties
in Downing Street. As the guests departed, I returned to the
kitchen and celebrated by downing a pint of black velvet.
But my secret objectives remained outstanding. I gathered the evidence I’d collected
on a table and formulated my closing arguments. Maybe you’ll appreciate them:

The Evidence
6

5

7

4

1
3
8

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A Visitor’s Guide to Barnard
Castle
A sachet of baby formula
Broken glass from Dilyn’s
stomach
A dirty hoodie
A pair of glasses
A soiled nappy
The taste of De Beauvoir Deli
cold cuts
PCS Union Discount Card

2

Analysis

Glasses and a Guide to Barnard Castle? The leakers
indisputably had poor eyesight. They were also weaned
but still suffered from little accidents. PCS? Either they
were committed unionists or couldn’t resist a discount.
And they enjoyed eating cold German sausage so much
they’d infiltrated my psyche. Their attire shows that they
were either too poor or young to have their own tailor
made suit. And the broken glass - they despised Dilyn.
Palmerston the Foriegn & Commonwealth Office cat.
I should have known!
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Wait. I’d forgotten something. This evil Russian Doll.
Surprisingly, this one didn’t contain curvy babes. Inside
were two rolled up polaroids.

9
Polaroids of my “Arch
Nemeses”
Chatty Ratty & Comrade Corbyn.
Well I’d be damned! Surely these
two were too short-termist and
ineffectual to have pulled off
something as bad as this?!

10

Initial Conclusions
It all made sense. The leakers were that dirty communist duo, Comrade Corbyn &
Chatty Ratty. I had a shot to celebrate, followed by a little snort of baby formula.
Nourished and in a heightened state of awareness, once again, my conclusions
made no sense. Jeremy Corbyn & Dominic Cummings didn’t have access to Downing
Street and they definitely weren’t invited to any of my parties.

A Genetic Double-Cross
Then suddenly, a revelation. Who had the motive
to frame me and my Government? Who had the
connections? The access? The inherited cunning?
And a father who was also very good at leaking things.
I turned to the corner of the Kitchen.
The guilty party rocked back and forth in his crib,
mocking me. He’d almost framed two innocent men!
One of my many children. I was so proud! Who else but
a baby would invent something as wild and ridiculous
as an official Government Report about Partying?!

The Lesson
I wiped a tear from my eye and for a split second, wished
I knew which child it was.Perhaps that was the lesson?
Maybe I finally needed to learn my childrens’ names.
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Time For A Shake-Up
Mystery solved, I took the envelope gifted to me by Sue Gray from
my jacket. Smitten. She’d given me a list of recommendations for
future ‘events’, to make my parties even more exceptional. The
innovative cocktail recipes looked delicious, ideal for garnishing
the status quo. I couldn’t wait to try one.
Which one should I mix to celebrate the success of our
Government’s latest shindig?*

Official Champagne
Punch
Ingredients
•
•
•

1 bottled-up brute
5 restrained lemons
(officials)
3 dashes of bitterness

Unbottle the brute, mix in the
bitterness and unleash it on
the lemons

Not for 222
Ingredients
•
•
•

Mix together & pour over your
investigation. Guaranteed to
hinder resuscitation

Machiavellian
Margarita

Mucky Martini
Ingredients
•
•
•

1 part public school
friend
1 part politician
1 skewered olive

Shake up the bad with the
ugly, garnish, then give them a
contract. Nepotism friendly

Ingredients
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Dissolve the privilege in water,
mix in the ignorance and
garnish with patriarchy

1 part sour puss
1 part fox (tequila)
2 dashes of triple-cross
Salt for the wounds

Mix the sour puss with the fox,
realise the triple-cross, then
grind salt into their wounds

The Neo-Liberal
Ingredients
1 tsp granulated privilege
60ml distilled ignorance
Splash of water
1 patriarchal cherry

2 parts turpentine
1 part implausible
deniability
2 parts grapefruit juice

Crème de Posturing
Ingredients
•
•

20ml Crème de
Posturing
A taste for hypocrisy

Throw out the Press Office’s
Wine Cooler & have an aperitif
with your political pals in the
Ballroom. You deserve it

*These recipes are only suitable for Members of Parliament. Risk of imprisonment if attempted by humble
citizens.
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Pulling A Tactical
Technically, the party was over. But I wanted it
to last forever. I’d never had such fun, nor been
more respected by a group of such incredible
individuals. So as Sue Gray and the Party
Animals slunk out of the door, I committed myself
to keeping the night going.
How?
By pulling a tactical - the Ancient Roman act of
expelling the night’s previously delicious vibes
and making way for a foray into new, more
experimental climbs.

When Did Partying Become the Red Line?
Unfortunately, not everyone was as committed to keeping the party going as I was. I
went and found my Education Party Specialist, Head of Partying, Head of Invitations,
Principal Party Secretary and Chief of Shenanigans all passed out in the lounge. How
disappointing. I hope they all knew that they’d be expected to tender their resignations
tomorrow morning. How’s that for a hangover?

(R-L) Dan Rosenfield, Elena Narozanski (KO’d under the table), Munira Mirza, Jack Doyle & Martin Reynolds

I didn’t understand how this was the party that finally knocked them out? We’d drank
more and acted significantly more diabolically at the Free School Meal Fete and
Benefit Slashing Social. How were their sensibilities shattered at a simple murder
mystery party about parties? Bizzare. Perhaps it hadn’t been nasty enough for them.

On Into The Night
Still, there wasn’t anything stopping me. So out into the breaking dawn I went.
Partying on and on for eternity, because really, would anyone ever actually stop me?
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Dear Dr Taylor,

Letter of No Confidence
I’m writing regarding your package of material produced by Mr Johnson and
his limited patient record.
To be blunt, after reviewing the material, I have no interest in pursuing
this line of investigation. The contents of this ‘report’ bear little
resemblance to the outcomes of the continuing trials into the Pfeffel Effect.
While I will admit that Mr Johnson bears some resemblance to the visual
hallucinations described by a number of subjects, the notion that there is
some form of universal consciousness, as described by new age ‘scientists’
Ernest Holmes & Charles Hannei is unsound and ultimately, poppycock.
The idea that a man of such limited capacity, institutionalised in an
inpatient facility in Jersey, could have even mustered an audience of one
person is misguided. His thoughts are repugnant, charisma non-existant and
his obsession with sex - is actually troubling.
I wrote to your manager separately ahead of this response, as after reading
your letter and the patient’s material, I wasn’t sure whether it was
Alexander himself who wrote to me.
She shared this delightful picture, which I have reproduced overleaf to
illustrate the lunacy of your assertions. Clearly the report is a love
letter to his hand puppet and deflated sex doll. I’d question why he even
has a sex doll, but I’m not versed with how primitive medicine remains in
Jersey.
Please desist from sending any further correspondence. It will go unanswered.
Dr Vaughan
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Patient Alexander Johnson in his cell, proudly sitting beneath ‘business’

Investigation Into Alleged
Gatherings On Government
Premises During COVID
Restrictions

Prepare to discover new, exciting meta-physical partying methods.
Join the Prime Minister, Boris Johnson for a night with Sue Gray &
her Party Animals, as they explore the limits of the Murder Mystery
Dinner Party format and attempt to solve the ‘Case of the Forbidden
Jamborees’.
Will Sue Gray & the Party Animals prevail, uncovering exactly what
a party is, whether any happened in Government Buildings during the
COVID-Sars lockdown and the question on everybody’s lips, irrefutable
proof that the Prime Minister is a dirty liar?
Or will Boris Johnson manage to infiltrate the review, kibosh it and
uncover the actual conspiracy, learning exactly who the leaker is and
why they’re attempting to weaponise the British Government’s party
preferences in a Russian espionage move bolder than anything since
the Profumo Affair.
Discover everything you need to know in the full, official and
completely uncensored report, Investigation Into Alleged Gatherings
On Government Premises During COVID Restrictions.

